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Products Used:  
 

LabVIEW 2009, LabVIEW RT 2009, NI Modbus (TCP- IP), NI PXI 1042, NI PXI 8108 RT, NI 

PXI 8431.  
  
The Challenge:   

 

Designing a system using NI PXI platform to collect the data from different instruments in 

real time, Communicate RT system and Host system to get different test data like voltage, 

current, power, other electrical quantities, pressure, temperature, various interlocking 

signals, etc. with data processing, storage and report generation. 

 

The Solution:  
 

Design an integrated system using NI LabVIEW & LabVIEW RT for real time data acquisition 

using NI PXI RT System for acquisition of field data, processing of data, followed by data 

storage and report generation at host application. 
 
Benefits of using NI Products: Using LabVIEW ensured that all data was acquired smoothly and 
was presented in most user friendly manner possible. Also, since these systems have high power 
components involved in the test, PXI RT came in as a handy tool to ensure reliable operation.  

 
Description:  

 

Optimized Solutions Pvt. Ltd. is an ISO 9001:2008 certified Test, Measurement and 

Automation Solutions Company. Our expertise is in the domain of High Speed Data 

Acquisition, High Speed Closed loop system design, Electronic Testing and Turn-Key 

Automation Solutions. 

Our client is a multi-national heavy engineering company engaged in manufacturing of wind 

turbines. Their stringent Quality norms required them to have a system that would give 

them utmost confidence on every turbine that is moving out of their factory.  
 

Wind Power Generation Test Bench (WPGT) had objective to test wind turbine without 

having actual wind mill. All the challenges that could be faced in actual were to be simulated 

on the test bench. This system needed large power to be handled, with high accuracy, 
generated in actual scenario and user defined testing.  

 

The host application provides user interface to conduct the test on a Desktop Workstation. 

The host application software communicates and instructs real time operating system of PXI 

hardware to acquire data and control field devices as per the system requirements. 

 

The real time data acquisition hardware is system’s access point to field instruments. It 

acquires data from field instruments, processes and controls field instruments. Data is also 



fetched from multiple buses including USB, GPIB, RS485 and Profibus. The real time data 

acquisition hardware in turn communicates with host work station on Ethernet. 

 
 
 
Wind Power Generation Test bench (WPGT) has administrative level of security for test 

selection, conducting test and report generation. 

 

To create actual test scenario, there is system to display parameters like live rpm, 

temperature, applied voltage, applied power, various interlocking status, various feedbacks 

and ongoing system status. System also controls switching of power states, rpm of motor, 

and amount of magnetic excitation to alternator and cooling system. 

 

 
Figure 1 Testbench simulation screen 

 

 

After creating test scenario, the system is given actual wind turbine to test under this test 

facility. The test carried out here tests all the possibilities that actual turbine can face during 

on-field operation. Here, some of the tests carried out on the turbine are: No load test, 

Short circuit test, Temperature raise test, over load test, over speed test, over voltage test 

etc. to ensure reliability of the product. Bench has been given provision to make system’s 

own alarm states and interlocking to ensure no damage to the machine under test during 

test. All the test data coming through many instruments and field gathers in RT and finally 

in host. This is only possible when all the instruments communicate properly and in- time in 
all the possible situations.  

 



WPGT shares database of ERP system to integrate with CRM software. It is also used to 

generate different tests reports which have been carried out. 

 

 
Figure 2 Main screen that shows variety of tests carried out on wind turbine 

 

 

 



 
Figure 3 Test Screen1 

 

 

WPGT made easy and simple way to perform the various wind power generation tests for 

end user and provide fully automated system on the test bench. Data server shares the 

data with ERP system thereby ensuring that all customer orders are fulfilled according to 

customer requirements and all data is preserved by company’s CRM for warranty and post 

warranty support of the Generators. The system is supplied complete with appropriate 

desktop workstation, PXI system cabinet, Control console with full furniture and fiber optic 

network for connectivity with remote systems. It gives full visibility of the tests from a 

single seat thereby giving the client all information the way they expect it.  


